DESIGN
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SPRING FEVER

Delicate grey and
romantic pastel hues

1

As soon as the outdoor temperatures rise, nature awakens to new life.
Everything is growing, thriving, and blossoming in its full splendour. We even want these lovely embellishments on our tableware.
Clean whites, neutral greys, and playful pastel hues bring a special magic to your Easter table!
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1 l Happiness is

2 l Bring on the carrots

3 l Elegant and timeless

4 l Origami meets Delft

Those who love Scandinavian
style decorate their Easter
eggs with cool colours. Egg
candles in briese, aqua, linen,
pebble, and gold make a
splash against light-hued
woods and stone.

This practical multi-peeler
enables quick, easy, and
precise peeling for both
right-handed and left-handed
users. The blade is made of
especially sharp cutlery steel;
brushed stainless steel lends
this multi-peeler an elegant
look.

The ceramic vases of the
new Marabu line from ASA
Selection bring style to
tables and windowsills.
Available in 20 or 30 cm
height, these vases have
a design that radiates
individuality.

The ceramic traditions of
Asia and the Netherlands
are inextricably linked.
Asian origami meets the
Netherlands’ Delft Blue
in this set designed by
Romy Kühne.

Starting from about €3.90
www.engels-kerzen.de

€14.99
www.fissler.com

€19.90 and €36.90
www.asa-selection.com

www.heinendelftsblauw.com

egg-shaped

www.rosenthal.de

3

Blue
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8
5 l Designed for pleasure
The idea from Cipango Blue:
bold crinkly linens, delicate
textile patterns, minimalistic
and floral lines produce
ever new deco variations by
combining individual pieces.
Designed by Jasper Morrison.

www.rosenthal.de
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6 l Breakfast in style

7 l Happy Easter

8 l Sugar Pink

9 l Flowery abundance

This set of clear glass egg
cups with gleaming stainless
steel coasters cuts a good
figure on every table. The
trays can also be used for
bottles, cups, and drinking
glasses.

Whether tone on tone or
colour-coordinated, these
cheerful lemon, rosé,
turquoise, and taupe dotted
designs of the Springtime
collection by Hutschenreuther
bring lovely floral decorations
to your table. Perfect for
Easter brunch!

Ring in the springtime with
powder pink! This matte sugar
pink is Le Creuset’s answer to
the new pastel trend. And the
pretty mini-cocotte won’t look
out of place on the table. A
feast for the eyes!

The popular Caffè Club
collection’s Floral Touch décor
emits a new, exciting note.
The style complements the
simple and classic collection
with a delicate floral relief: a
highlight you can both see
and feel.

Mini-cocotte 10 cm
€22
www.lecreuset.com

Espresso cup and saucer,
€14.90
www.villeroy-boch.lu

2 egg cups,
€16.95
www.gefu.com

4 egg cups, €19.90
www.rosenthal.de
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